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Editorial

Well here we are again, I kick off with a visit to Walsall club’s indoor meet at the Sneyd leisure
center hall. I was not feeling on top form so did not do much, but I took a few pictures.
This was the last time I aeromodelled, my activities this year, up to now, are blighted by the
lingerings of my  xmas flue which will just not go away. I missed the Thorns indoor and the
BMFA 3rd area with a bad back, brought on by humping Rachels electric bike into the back of
the car, I think this is due to a current complete lack of fitness for anything.
That’s the moaning out of my system, lets see what goodies we have in store for this months
issue.

Dick Twomey sent in the latest of his articles that he writes, as President of the Mauritius
Aeronautical Society, for the Mauritius ‘Weekly’ news magazine. His first is on Ballooning, quite
informative. This was quickly followed by a piece on the accidents with the Boeing 737 max 8,
I feel, as aeromodellers, we can appreciate the aerodynamic problems. As I read it, not
informing the pilot of the addition of an automatic trim adjustment, which on manual control
depresses the aircraft nose, would lead the pilot to make an instinctive correction by feeding
in some up and compounding the problem. Dick enquires what we modellers feel about the
problem.

Flicking through old aeromodellers I came across the piece on steam powered aircraft. As I
seem to have forgotten all about it I’ve popped it in to refress your memories. Does anyone
remember it or saw anything of it?

Nick Peppiatt reports on the Crawley Indoor indoor meeting as a change of subject matter to
his usual informative articles on modelling methods and equipement.

The archive of Keith Millers old black and white photos is still providing  material for an article
and will keep going for a while yet.

I’ve been digging back into the older files on my computer and found some of my original articles
I wrote for David Baker and the old hard copy Clarion. I think I will repeat these as they are
over 16 years old and may give an insight into my thoughts back then, assuming some of you
may be interested.

Our chairman Tony Shepherd has penned a filler on Wickham Indoors over the back end of last
winter season with some very good quality pictures. I hope converting the magazine to pdf does
not seriously effect their quality.

Surfing the internet I found quite a few videos on youtube on paper airplanes which prompted
me to dig up another of Nick Robinson’s paper airplanes from his book on the subject.

The secretary’s report by Roger confirms that, barring unforseen circumstances, we 1066 will
be back at Wallop on Saturday 27th April. Competition flying only at this first meeting, which
is seen as the best way to  show observers controlled Free-Flight in its best light. Lets hope
we will satisfy the powers to be that FF is as safe as any other form of aeromodelling and trust
it will lead to a permanent return to our ancestral home.
Roger wraps up his notes with a report of the BMFA 3rd Area meeting at Beaulieu, the first bit
of decent weather this season up to date.

Three plans from our archive finish of this issue. Copies of the pdf files for these plans and
hundreds of others are available from our DBHLibrary. These pdf files can be printed out as
full size plans at your local copy shop.

Editor
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Sneyd Indoors - John Andrews

Saturday 23rd February was the date for the 2nd indoor meeting of 2019 at the Sneyd sports
hall in Bloxwich.  Although still feeling a bit under the weather from my post xmas cold/flue I
attended but was not on particularly good form. I messed about with my 35cm Challenge II for
quite a while and eventually managed to get a good flight in. About halfway through the
afternoon I felt groggy so I decided to call it a day and just took a few pictures to give me
something to write about.

Colin Shepherds ‘Legal Eagle’, still flying well

Eric Hawthorns latest ‘Living Room Stick’
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Above and below we have Peter Thompson’s two designs. On the left is his latest named, I
believe, ‘The Five Minuter’ and the model regularly achieves 5 minute flights in the hall. The
model on the right is his earlier design ‘The Plank’, a slightly smaller model but an equally good
performer if the weight is kept below 2gm.
A point of note for indoor fliers is the wing dihedral breaks, the rib is flat (ie no aerofoil). This
enables the dihedral break to be made in the covered wing without crinkling the covering and
does not seem to impair performance.
Also of note is the relatively short motor and large prop.

Another picture of Eric’s LRS.
Note the blob of weight at the base
of the model stand, might just be to
hold it together.
I was intrigued by the prop pitch, it
seemed very course to me, about
45deg mid blade or so it appeared.
I packed up early and at close of play
retired to my daughters just up the
road. A large glass of red and a helping
of Chinese improved my state of
health. Then wife Rachel & I had an
uneventful drive home.

John Andrews
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Engine Analysis: Cox Olympic 15 - Aeromodeller Annual 1960-1

Aeromodeller Annual 1960-1
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Hot Air Ballooning - Dick Twomey
Extract from Mauritius ‘Weekly’ magazine 28 February 2019

Dick Twomey: the Aeronautical Society of Mauritius

In spite of its title, the subject of this article has (normally) nothing to do with politics! However, there was just one
occasion when I was witness to a link between the activities of a government and flight on hot air when, on a sunny
morning in cold-war West Berlin in the 1980s, I looked up to observe, floating above my head, a refugee from
communist police-state East Germany using a balloon to make a successful escape over the infamous Berlin Wall, to
freedom.
'That time, you could say, it WAS down to politics!
Ballooning is Science, and represents Man's very first efforts to become unfetteredly airborne. First beginnings
date right back to 1783 when, on 21st November of that year, two Frenchmen Jean-Francois de Rozier and
Francois d'Arlandes lifted off from Versailles, Paris, in the iconic Montgolfier brothers' balloon, which can still be
seen preserved at the Science Museum in London. We were apparently quick to follow in Mauritius, because
- says my trusted friend Tristan Breville, historian and photographer of note - a certain M. Cailleau got airborne
here in a similar balloon only 7 months later...but as a wise man keeping it 'aerostatique' (tethered to the ground)
to avoid the risk of ending ignominiously with a dousing in the Indian Ocean.

The sport of hot air ballooning saw a revival of
interest in the 1960s, and is recognised by the
Federation Aeronautique Internationale (FAI) as the safest
sport in aviation. Fatal accidents are extremely rare. It
is popular: a survey made by the FAI shows that in
2012 in the USA alone, there were then around 2,800
hot air balloons, of which some 500 were commercial,
offering sightseeing rides to tourists. In several
countries, there is the tradition of holding balloon
festivals, and I recall attending one of these in the German
city of Minister, when the sight of a swarm of these
brightly-coloured shapes filling the sky, as they climbed
slowly and drifted gently away, was an unforgettable
experience. Albuquerque's Balloon Festival in the USA
is a popular International event. In Britain, the city of
Bristol also provides a venue for an annual festival
usually held in the month of August, and close nearby is
the factory of the Cameron Balloons Company, the
world's largest manufacturer.
To operate a commercial passenger-carrying

balloon flight, of course the pilot is required to hold a licence, although the details may vary a little from
one country to another. It is - as in all aspects of aviation - a responsible activity, demanding a close adherence
to the rules and needing a lot of practice. Weather conditions are critical, and wind speeds exceeding 5 mph
risk producing difficulties, especially when trying to make a safe landing. Interestingly, balloons do carry some
basic instruments (altimeter, variometer and these days GPS also for calculat ing groundspeed) and there
is some capability for the pilot to control not only the height at which he flies but - to a limited extent -his direction
also. How is this achieved? Meteorologists know that in the N hemisphere, the wind veers (turns to the right)
with increase of altitude and backs (turns to the left) when you descend. In our Southern Hemisphere, of
course these Coriolis effects are reversed. Result: By changing height with the aid of the propane gas burner,
you can also change direction! Some remarkable record-breaking flights have been made over the years, amongst
which was the first round-the world balloon flight by Bertrand Piccard and Brian Jones in 1999, when their trip
from Switzerland to Egypt (the long way around) took them 20 days. Then in 2002 American adventurer
Steve Fossett followed this up by making a solo flight also around the world, this time from Australia to
Australia: it had been his 6th attempt, and the story goes that... because of his history of 5 previous failed
attempts, he was able to take out an insurance policy with a down-payment of half a million dollars... to receive
§2 million on successful completion. He must have enjoyed that one!

Dick Twomey
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Emails to the Editor

Peter Watt:

John,
Found Nick Peppiatt`s article on d/ts most interesting.
I built a Don DeLoach Polecat P30 with a flyoff wing.
Quite spectacular and very positive when the timer releases.
After the first few flights a number of nicks appeared on the fin leading edge
due to the wing hitting it on release. Easily cured with a 1/16" sq spruce leading edge.
I also have a Senator with a wing d/t as shown to me by Spencer Willis and like Nick
find the nose down arrival means an eye has to be kept on the prop shaft.
Regarding the Ken Croft Yagi article in the June 2018 Clarion. I think there are a number of
problems.
1) As dimensioned it is tuned to a frequency of 420Mhz.
2) By using a folded dipole the antenna`s impedance rises to 300 ohms which

will be mismatched to the 50 ohm coaxial cable and input of the receiver.
3) The dimensions for the elements don`t look right as they should increase from front to

back.
Best wishes, Peter Watt

Chris Boll:

Hi John,
In response to your request for old photos,
the attached shows me in around 1958 during
a South Birmingham MFC trip to (I think)
Bramcote airfield.
The weather was superb, and I recall a rather
chubby youngster chasing my chuck glider, it
must have caught a thermal and flew right
across the airfield, but never gaining much
height.

The plane is an own design powered by an E D
Bee, which I still have.
It flew quite well and I made several more in
a similar style, for sports flying only.

After stopping model plane activity in 1968, I
resumed in 1992, and still continue playing
with planes and engines.
Regards,

Chris Boll
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Steam Power Pt.II - Aeromodeller July 1969

Aeromodeller July 1969
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Indoor isn’t for Everyone No.27 - Nick Peppiatt

The SEBMFA Meeting at the K2, Crawley, 16th February
Back indoors this month with a report of a visit to the annual meeting in Crawley. This was the
44th in the series, the 14th in the large K2 hall and the first to be held on a Saturday. As last
year, the full hall was not used, part being curtained off to give a square flying area of good
size. There was the usual mixture of competition and fun-fly slots.
I was particularly impressed with the achievements of Tom Goodwin, who won both the HLG
and CLG classes. As can be seen from the photo, he is considerably younger than the vast
majority of us.

For the HLG event, Tom was flying his version of the DK No 29, which is a design by the
Croatian Damir Kosir and I have also included a 3-view downloaded from the internet. When he
got the launch correct, the model did a beautiful transition from the climb into a slow glide,
just below the rafters, just like the ones shown in the video clips that can be found on the
internet of Mr Kosir himself launching. They certainly appear to have some impressive indoor
flying spaces available in the Balkans. Tom was a busy man that day, as he also entered the
Legal Eagle, Living Room Stick, EZB and Gyminnie Cricket competitions.

On the scale side, we were graced with the presence of that prolific builder of wonderful scale
models, Peter Smart, who came up from Bath. His Latacoere 300 flying boat, powered by four
electric motors in two push-pull pairs was particularly impressive and deservedly won the Open
Scale competition. Unfortunately, I did not get a photo of Peter’s Peanut Scale winning
Gossamer Albatross, built to the 9 in overall length rule. As usual, Peter brought along a large
collection of models, including a Sopwith Triplane from the Vintage Model Company kit,
converted to radio-control, with a Parkzone Mustang motor and propeller and a Parkzone three
channel brick. Peter considers these laser kits to be of high quality - apparently you shake the
box and a plane falls out!

Alisdair Clark had another amazing rotary wing device – this time a Cierva C.4 Autogiro,
powered by a Zombie 25 electric motor, mounted on rails with its speed control and timer.
These were held in place by the nose-block, which was retained by magnets.

Lining up for the
HLG/CLG competitions

Tom Goodwin and his
version of the DK No 29
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As usual, the competition
results were quickly made
available on the website

Crawley &DMAC
www.cadmac.org.uk ,

where there is also a
short video by Daniel
Senior, which gives a good
flavour of the meeting.
The good news was that
this meeting broke even
financially so we can look
forward to the 45th in the
early part of next year.
Look out for the
announcements! Peter Smart’s Latacoere 300
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Nick Peppiatt

Peter’s beautifully finished rubber
–powered Messerschmitt Bf109E Alisdair Clark’s electric powered Cierva C.4 Autogiro

Peanut Scale entries of Hadland (Bucker Jungmann),
Boyes (Waco SRE) and Peppiatt (Nesmith Cougar}

Terry Adams Legal Eagle winding arrangement
with torque meter

Butterfly mass launch
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Extract from Aeromodeller July 1976

Noises Off
Mostly the reason why we have a Noise Pollution Act is because we have too many people crowding in on each other, all
hysterically conscious of the noise the others are making. Perhaps what we should have is a People Pollution Act, though
the problem here would be to seek a remedy without stirring the Royal Humane Society into undue activity.
This thought occurred to me upon reading those articles on the historic development of the model plane. What began as an
idyll, of wide open spaces, blue skies and gently drifting models, wound up into a frenzy of screaming missiles in a mad
maelstrom of conflicting interests. In the days before everywhere was built on and every lane a motorway, you had all the
peaceful, empty countryside in which to fly your then noiseless model. As the model soared dreamily over the long summer
grass all that could be heard was the cry of a startled bird:
"Coo, what's that up there, Fred?"
And even today Fred's reply is censored.
Now, it is almost impossible to wrap a bit of empty space about yourself wherever you may try to fly. Go to launch your
model on a public space and you're almost certain to nudge some bit of highly activated humanity in the ribs. Whereas in
the old days the parkland humans kept a low profile - some extremely low - they are now all dashing around like mad,
chasing or hitting balls of various sizes and density, and urging canine companions to new heights of doggy frenzy. Then
you have the enemy listening posts to contend with, that is, the houses surrounding the open space. Many of these houses
are of recent development, and the objections of the occupiers come a bit audacious - like someone going to Africa and
then complaining about the behaviour of the monkeys.
Nor are the airfields quite the havens of peace they once were — not like the days when we had Faireys at the bottom of
our garden. You daren't venture on the tarmac for fear of being run down by the hurtling masses constantly circulating the
airfield. First a fleet of land yachts come tacking in a wild zigzag, then the groups of charity walkers, the keep fit runners, and
sundry people, mechanised and otherwise, doing all sorts of silly things other than sensible model flying. If only people would
stay back in their homes and gardens like they used to, and leave the model flyers to enjoy the open countryside, things
wouldn't be so bad.
Boyhood of Rally
Now for a quiz. That little boy in the old model meeting photograph. Who did he grow up to be? Was it:

(a) Air Vice Marshall Sir Prangem Proper, DFC, DSO, Vat and bar?
(b) Lord Stumpington-Cody of Farnborough, Chairman of the British Aircraft Council, and Chief Advisor to the

Chipping Balsa Model Club ?
(c) Charlie Higgins, General Labourer?

Fast-'ideous
Yet another quiz. What was the object the young man in the picture was holding? Was it a do-it-yourself loft ladder, an
adventure playground climbing frame, or a multi storey boot scraper ?
The accompanying text revealed, quite surprisingly, that it was none of these things, but a model plane. Now, just why it
was thought necessary to produce a model of such appalling ugliness is not revealed. Not that it really matters what a combat
model does look like, as the quickness of the handle deceives the eye, and all we see in flight is a blurred impression of a
tapeworm doing the twist. If the combat model, then, is not a thing of beauty, neither is it a joy for very long either, so the
more it looks like what it is going to end up like, the less the trauma when it crashes. Or so I suppose. Carry on blasta-ing.
Span Wise
From small beginnings (thirty feet or so across the wings) pedal power interest now spans the universe - and could do so,
quite literally, if they extend the wings much further. But the universal aspect comes from pedallers in so many countries taking
an interest in the big prize money, making the whole thing like a postal type contest for slightly heavier than air machines.
On evidence it would seem that the only fuel-free power flyers of the future will be champion cyclists turning out once a year
for a sort of aerial milk race. But the pedallos-for-all hope is not quite dead. If there is a limit to how far you can spread your
wings, the ultimate answer might be a form of a pedicopter; one has already been developed.

Pylonius
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Vintage in Black & White - Keith Miller Archive

Keith Miller's (CDMAC) Elfin 1.8 powered scratch-built '"C/L "Mini Mustang".

Keith Miller's (CDMAC) "Northern Star" rubber model.
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Keith Miller's (CDMAC) "Northern Star" rubber model.

Unknown modeller ROG's his "Clodhopper" 8oz Wakefield at Middle Wallop in the 80's.
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Rex Oldridge (SAM35) ROG's his McKenzie Wakefield at Middle Wallop in the 80's.

Peter Michel (SAM35) launches his 1949 Copland 8oz Wakefield at Middle Wallop in the 80's.

Keith Miller Archive
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The DBHLibrary (Magazines) - Roy Tiller

Report No. 98. Aeromodelling in Meccano Magazine, continued.

We are now looking at Meccano Magazine
from October 1965 and Ray Malmstrom
continues to provide aeromodelling
contributions. This month it is the Flamenco a
30” wingspan power model  “with a big
performance”. The recommended power is a
Cox T.D.010 with the supplied prop fitted on
backwards for free flight and fitted on
normal way round for sub miniature radio gear
(weighing approx 2 ½ ounces).
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Next in January 1966 came Malmstrom’s Avro 558 a 15” wingspan rubber powered scale model,
”An unusual biplane of yesteryear”. The Avro 558 was built at Hamble Aerodrome for the 1923
light aircraft trials for single seaters at Lympne Aerodrome. Two were built, powered by
motorcycle engines, including a 500cc Douglas, presumably the flat twin. The picture of the
model in flight seems to suggest that the undercarriage was for display purposes only and
discarded for better flying performance. The truth is that the prototype had such a small

propeller that the undercarriage wheels could
be half buried in the fuselage, as a very careful
look at Ray’s drawing will reveal. Ray’s drawings
always need a very careful look!
There were no further plans after the January
issue until we reach the June issue which has
part one of the Magnum, a 16” wingspan “semi-
scale rubber powered shoulder wing
monoplane”
The following month came part two  ”Trimming
and Flying your Magmum” which claims “With a
fully wound motor your Magnum will climb like
a rocket!”

Plan on the next page.
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The Jetrida, a 16” wingspan model for Jetex 50 C was the model and plan for the September
1966 issue.
The Jetex motor kit would cost the purchaser 5s 11d plus 9d per box for igniter wick and a
further 1s 11d for 20 charges.
Ray advised “For some reason or other even experienced Jetex fans find it difficult to wait
for the motor to develop full thrust (about 2 seconds only) before launching---so please be
patient, and wait for the thrust!”

Plan on the next page.

Some of the pictures and plans this month tend to be pale
and/or blurred, for which I have no explanation and can only
offer my apologies.

If you would like to build any of these models, plans and articles, as they appeared in Meccano,
are available by email.
More from Meccano next month.
Roy Tiller, tel 01202 511309, email roy.tiller@ntlworld.com
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Roy Tiller
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Clarion Past - John Andrews

I’ve found an archive disc with copies of the articles I used to write for the original paper back
Clarion of the David Baker era. I think they are old enough to count as vintage so I’ll repeat
them as no doubt you who had the magazine in those days will have forgotten them by now.
The first dates back to 2003 so here goes.

John Andrews - Goes Indoors - Part 1
I think I have mentioned before that I get writers block, that’s fancy talk for “don’t know what to write

about”. However, after a bit of head scratching, it occurred to me that this time of year I start doing the rounds
of the Sports Centre Indoor Meetings so I’ll inflict some of my thoughts and experiences of this sphere of
aeromodelling onto your goodselves.

I have tried to get to as many different venues as I can, to date I have visited the following Sports
Centres: Coventry, Oadby, Nottingham, Bicester,  Oxford,  Wallingford,  Swindon,  Oundle,  Cradley Heath,
Alumwell,  Impington and  Moulton.  They are all excellent facilities, two of the larger ones are Swindon and
Alumwell which I think are 10 badminton court size.  I fortunately live in Rugby which is close to the M1 and
M6 motorways which enables me to get to most of the venues in an hour or so.

Let’s get vintage to start with, I think I mentioned in my first attempt at Clarion fodder that the Rugby
Model Engineering Society Aeronautical Section (if you want a club name get a good one) had an indoor club
night in the local scouts HQ in about 1950.  Apart from the suicidal jetex RTP speed model I did not feature
with any distinction in the evenings activities.  Around that era the club also had a static display at a local
hobbies exhibition and during the day we gave RTP demo’s using our outdoor rubber jobs with the motors
restranded to half cross section.  We managed flights of around two minutes or so if memory serves correctly,
can you picture an eight ounce Wakefield fizzing round on 10ft of cotton thread with a safety pin through the
wing tip.

Indoor flying did not feature in my modelling activities again until around 1970.  I was well into radio
control flying by this time and had been working for the Dunlop Aviation Division for a couple of years when a
group of us started messing about during the lunch hour flying indoor models, free flight that is, in empty factory
buildings.

Counting up there were at least seven of us as I recall, I seem to have the knack of interesting folk in
various activities that I follow.  Previously I had run an interdepartmental cricket team and a smallbore rifle
team at the AEI Rugby Engineering Works.

Back to Dunlop, there must have been an article and plan in the Aeromodeller for I built an Easy B with
condenser tissue covering and eventually managed a 2min. 40sec. flight.  This was achieved by the fluke of
launching from floor level, climbing up to the roof truss, banging on it and diving back down, recovery at floor
level, then back up to roof truss for the second time to complete the flight with a good let down over a clear
floor space.

We built one or two odd ball things, I remember a helicopter built by Mick Blunt (he got me into match
fishing but that is another story, I did win my first fishing match though' with the Dunlop Angling Club at goose
tree corner over towards Ely.  I bagged 14lbs of bream).

Digressed again did I not.  Mick’s copter was a 12’’ built up square tube fuze with built up rotors top and
bottom.  He had, I think, one loop of 1/4 for the motor which was no use at all so we doubled it and wound it
up.  Mick held the two rotors then released, the copter wobbled for a second or so then up she went quite
sedately to the roof..  Now the roof was a typical factory zigzag and the copter squared itself up on the slope
and began to walk along the ceiling.  We waited for its arrival at the roof truss at the end of the bay.  No problem
for the chopper, the rotor stopped, the chopper dropped down, walked under the truss, up the other side and
walked on through the next bay.  One more bay and she ran out of steam and down to the floor, Mick was
more than pleased, he’d only built one other model before.

I built a rather heavy ornithopter and once again the 1/4 motor required doubling .  It startled a welder
one lunch hour on its one and only successful flight by fluttering by him whilst he was still welding, he was still
under his mask and didn’t hear it coming.  Next flight it just blew apart when we piled on the turns.
We had quite a good run until we ran out of buildings to fly in.  In the process I had crossed swords with
microfilm, scum round the bath, cellulose smell through the house, and an irate first wife.  I did manage to
cover a model though' and it was very satisfying to have achieved it using only dope and castor oil.  When
eventually activities petered out, the remaining models were confined to the loft.  The EZB in a cardboard box
and the microfilm job in a very old suitcase.

Indoor did not raise its head again until late 1996 or early 1997.  I had retired, got fed up with radio,
started free-flight again, re-met Peter Martin and was into vintage.  Peter was promoting informal vintage meets
during the winter months on Warwick Race Course at that time and one afternoon he mentioned that he was
going to Coventry Sports Centre on the next Saturday evening to fly indoor.  "Great" says I, "I think I have got
two up in the loft somewhere."

Up into the loft goes I and emerges with the cardboard box and the old suitcase.  This was a miracle in
itself, since I had last seen them I had been divorced, remarried and moved house.  The EZB emerged intact
from the cardboard box complete with a packet of Micro-X rubber.  The rubber must have come from Laurie
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Barr in the seventies, I seem to recall that he supplied bits and bobs in those days.  The microfilm job however
was a different story, the rolled tube fuselage and balsa prop were the only recognisable bits, the wing and tail
were little piles of sticks with little or no evidence of microfilm covering.  I re-assembled the framework and
covered with pink and blue tissue.  It must have looked very pretty because it was photographed on my first
visit to Cardington later that year and appeared in the Aeromodeller.  The effect was spoiled though, it was in
black and white.

I had a really good time with the Coventry lads and the indoor bug bit me.  I built three or four condenser
tissue EZB's and a Penny Plane or two. Coventry ran several meetings through the 96/97 winter and I honed
my skills to a level of mediocrity such that I contacted Laurie Barr and extracted details of indoor meetings at
the hallowed halls of Cardington.  I keep an A4 indoor logbook (don't you just hate people who are organised)
and it records that on April 13th.1997 I paid my first visit to No.1 hangar.  That first visit was a real eye-opener
but I'll keep Cardington exploits for next month.

My indoor interest continued to expand and after I
procured some Mylar from Mike Woodhouse things began
to look better.  Eventually I managed a 5 minute flight with
a large Mylar covered job using the old rolled tube fuz from
the original Dunlop model, incidentally I am still using that
fuselage (waste not want not).  In the early days the
Coventry lads were flying Hanger Rats and having
informal competitions so I badgered Brian Roberts for a
plan.  I built mine and on Brian’s advice added a little more
down-thrust than the plan.   I also put some under camber
on the prop as I just could not bring myself to make a flat
plate prop.

I first flew the Rat at Coventry on Dec.5th.98 with conspicuous failure.
My logbook reads as follows

Comment: 'No proper flights, dived in when motor ran down'.

The next outing however was a different story, logbook details as below
Coventry 9th.Jan 99

Motor Turns Time Comment
1/8 x 18" 1000 2-14 More down-thrust,  Pinned posts

1200 2-18 With time out for hang up
1/8 x 20" 1600 - Hung up
1/8 x 20" 1600 2-46 Banger

I had increased the down-thrust, I don't remember what the 'pinned posts' means, I assume that, as I had made
the wing removable with tissue tubes, they may have been a little slack. John boy had made the winning flight and
went home a happy bunny.

I don't fly at Coventry any more as around 1999 indoor radio was beginning to become popular and, as
more and more people were flying it, it became unrealistic to mix free flight and radio.  My last visit to Coventry
resulted in my Polystyrene Hanger Rat being chopped into pieces by a tethered electric helicopter.  The radio boys
now have sufficient support to run their own meetings so its free flight only meetings for me now.

For anyone who is contemplating indoor free flight for the first time I would strongly recommend starting with
the Hanger Rat.  Its big enough to make trimming reasonably easy and strong enough to take more than a little
abuse.  It can be flown on 1/8 rubber strip which makes motors easy to get.  John Hook can supply Kits and ready
builds and he attends a lot of indoor events so visit one and get going.  The best results from a Rat will always
come from a scratch built one to plan.  The plan was re-published in the Aeromodeller Vol.63 No.757 Nov./Dec.
1998.

Advice I would give on Hanger Rat construction is :-
a. Build in at least 5 degrees of downthrust
b Make wings plug-in using tissue or flattened alloy tubes.
c Fly in R/H circles with about 20 degrees of rudder.
d Have obvious wash-in on R/H wing, say 1/4'' down at T/E.
e Don't forget the pilot (I’ve got John Hook piloting my Poly Rat, I fitted him for

John's Birthday Bash at Swindon last year)
If you want maximum performance then build as light as you dare, leave out the wing braces and use single

cabane struts in the centre.
I think four pages is as much as you lads can take in one dose, I'll quit now and next month I'll put you to

sleep with my exploits in the Cardington Airship Sheds, the Mecca of indoor flying.

John Andrews

Author with winning
Hanger Rat
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Cumulus Box Kite - Bill Dean

From Bill Dean’s Book of Balsa Models
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Bill Dean
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Indoors at Wickham, Winter 2018-19 - Tony Shepherd

Given that the first two BMFA Area Meetings of 2019 have been either partial (1st) or complete
(2nd) washouts for those living down south, the presence of the monthly, Tuesday evening indoor
free-flight meetings at the Wickham Community Centre has been even more welcome than
usual.  The Waltham Chase Model Aircraft Club have run the event for more years than I can
remember and the number of attendees often reaches 25 with flyers coming from across
Hampshire and the adjoining counties.

Contest flying is almost non-existent with everyone just taking advantage of the facilities for
some fun flying or perhaps a bit of trimming for those who take indoor flying really seriously
and head off to the Nats or even aspire to National team selection.  That said, the March
meeting finished with a series of All Up Last Down jobs, fought out with Ikara Avionnettes by
Mo Peters, Ken Brown, Clive Atton and myself though there was no clear winner, just a lot of
laughs.

A general view of Wickham Community Centre,
a good size hall and not too many roof

obstructions

Two of the Avionnettes that battled in the AULDs
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The photos below show just a few of the regular flyers and their models to give you a flavour
of what can be seen at Wickham.

Bob seen here loading the rubber into his beautiful Cambridge Courier

Bob Gibbs returned to indoor flying after a bit of a lay off

Here’s Bob’s model box after a couple of years in the loft, and everything still warp-free!!!
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Support is usually supplied by the Flitehook sales table manned by John Hook with assistance
from Ted Rose.  They always have with them a good selection of stock for indoor flying and
are happy to bring along other items if a visitor gives them a phone call or email a day or two
prior to the event.
See the events listing at the back of this edition of the New Clarion for details of future
meetings at Wickham.  You will be most welcome.

Tony Shepherd

Mo Peters with her Ikara Butterfly

One of Ian Pearce’s super
lightweight jobs

Regular attendee, Ian Child, brought along his
Avionnette and Butterfly, either of which can

be obtained from the Flitehook sales table Simon Bargery launches one of his excellent HLGs

Ace rough-weather flyer of vintage gliders,
Dave Etherton, enjoying the benign
conditions launches his Prairie Bird Mo Peters with her Ikara Butterfly
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The Boeing 737 Max 8 - Dick Twomey

Extract from the Mauritius ‘Weekly’ magazine

The Aeronautical Society of Mauritius
This latest version of the high-selling Boeing 737 has been much in the news of late, and for all the
wrong reasons.  Last year one crashed, soon after take-off, in Indonesia on October 29th, and a
second equally awful disaster occurred to the same aircraft type – nearer home this time – in Ethiopia
on March 10th this year. The similarities between the two events has led to the grounding of this
design by national aviation authorities virtually all over the world. When the manufacturer is an
established, respected  and safety-conscious industry leader like Boeing, one must ask what on
earth has gone wrong? An explanation is emerging, and it has to do with the fact that the latest B737
is a further development of a quite old (but very successful) shorthaul design.
The MAX 8 is the 4th generation development of the Boeing 737, the best-selling commercial airliner
ever.  The first model, the 737-200, was introduced into airline service as long ago as 1968 by the
German national carrier Lufthansa, took quite a while to gain world-wide popularity, but in the end
over a thousand were built, and some remain in use to this day. The so-called Classic series came
next (737-300, -400 and -500), powered by a bigger and more powerful engine made by CFM, a joint
French/American manufacturer, and established an enviable reputation in the 1980s for reliability
and safety. The -300 in fact was the first commercial airliner to feature the digital instrument displays
known as the “glass cockpit”, and the writer has spent many happy and relaxed flight-hours on this
aircraft.
Boeing’s motivation for a third development of the B737, the “New Generation” series, came from
the growing sales success of the market-competing Airbus A320 aircraft family. All the time the
engines for both these rival types were becoming more and more powerful: Note that thrust has been
increased from 28,000 lbs (from two engines) in the original 737-200 to almost twice as much
(54,000lbs) in the NG aeroplanes, the 737-600, -700 , -800 and -900. Alongside the improvements
being made by the engine manufacturer, the airframe was also being refined, notably by the addition
of winglets which were added to reduce wing-tip vortex “drag”, with consequent further savings in
fuel consumption.
In 2017 came the 4th development of the 737, the MAX 8 version fitted with two yet-more-powerful
motors, the CFM LEAP-1b. (LEAP stands for Leading Edge Aviation Propulsion).  These high-by-
pass (bigger circumference) motors required the manufacturer to integrate these larger, even more
powerful motors into the traditional 737 airframe, and the Boeing designers achieved this by fixing
the LEAP engines higher and further forward than had been necessary for previous motors, that is
to say much further ahead of the aircraft’s centre of gravity.  Not surprisingly the result was a
tendency for the MAX 8’s nose to be raised on the application of power. Readers will know that too
much upward inclination (“angle of attack”) of the wings may risk a breakdown of the airflow and a
loss of lift. This is basic aerodynamics.  While every modern airliner design team takes care to avoid
this situation by fitting a “stick-shaker” warning to the pilots in the cockpit, if a stall is imminent, and
even a “stick-pusher” to initiate stall recovery, Boeing chose to introduce a completely new additional
precaution known as the “Manoeuvring  Characteristics Augmentation System (MCAS)”, set to
operate on the MAX 8 without pilot input unless deliberately switched off, whenever the angle of
attack is detected as being too high.
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The software was designed to give the aircraft a gentle push nose-down for 10 seconds, and then
after a 5 second pause to keep repeating this command if the situation had not been rectified. As
the MCAS operates only in manual flight (not when using the autopilot) the traditional pilot remedy
for any kind of control problem to “revert to manual flight” is not an available answer. There was
another drill, so why wasn’t it effectively used?
Following the Lion Air accident the Boeing Company issued to all MAX operators an Emergency
Airworthiness Directive requiring changes to be made immediately to the aircraft Flight Manual so
that pilots could be given more detailed procedures for dealing with horizontal stabilizer issues. In
spite of this, the Ethiopean repeat calamity occurred within months.  Have we, although
professionals, become much too relaxed, thinking – in the case of converting to yet-another new
version of an old-established aircraft – that pilot Type Rating training (for moving from flying one
aircraft type to another) is “no big deal”?
It would be wrong to try to try to forecast the results of investigations that are still ongoing, or to think
of apportioning blame . What is certain is that this is a very big issue for the Boeing Company, which
is under great external and internal pressure to re-establish the MAX as a safe vehicle. With over
380  MAX aircraft in service worldwide before the order was given to ground them, and with 5000
more MAXs on order, re-establishing confidence  is likely to prove the biggest challenge that the
company in Seattle has ever, or will ever, face.  I suspect that if they are ever persuaded to design
a 5th generation of the 737 narrow-bodied shorthaul airliner, the design team will come up with
something radically different – perhaps even with the engines over the wings instead of under, thus
avoiding the Pitch-up situation entirely.

Two awful tragedies, and all because Boeing decided to install a pitch-correcting mechanism
that should not have been necessary in a sound aircraft design. I am sure that as aircraft
modellers we would have made some physical changes to the MAX 8 at the design stage, like
giving it a bit of downthrust. If this was not feasibe we would have found another solution by
repositioning the powerful CFM LEAP motors. Whatever way you look at it, you can’t continue
with the same basic shape of aeroplane ad infinitum, and I think that is the lesson here.
Boeing may well have published their promised “software update” by the time NC April is out,
but I suspect that a lot of customers (and possibly some Aviation Regulators) will not be
convinced. Better to re-rig the aircraft and remove the offending MCAS entirely.
What‘s the SAM 1066 expert opinion?

Dick Twomey
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Paper Airplane: Little Nick - Nick Robinson
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From the book  ‘Paper Airplanes’  by  Nick Robinson
Copyright © 1991Quintet Publishing Limited

All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system
or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording

or otherwise, without the permission of the copyright holder.

Nick Robinson
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Secretary’s Notes April 2019 - Roger Newman

At long last some welcome news. We have received the licence from the DIO for our three
meetings at Middle Wallop & it has been forwarded for endorsement by the BMFA. Following
endorsement, the fee has to be paid & we then have three meetings confirmed on the calendar
for 2019.
As previously indicated, the first meeting will be for competitions only – no sports flying, as we
want to be seen to be operating safely & sensibly. That is of course not to say that sports
fliers do not do so, but by limiting the scope of the first meeting, we stand more chance of
being seen as responsible fliers, thereby giving scope for possible future enhancements of what
we may be permitted to do. The conditions under which we will run this first meeting are set
out in a separate note within this edition of the NC. Please do not regard these as overly
onerous or dictatorial – they are intended to hopefully set the scene for our longer term future
on this marvellous flying field.

Comp schedule for the Wallop meeting on Saturday 27th April is:
Vintage Coupe; Under 50” Vintage / Classic Open Glider;

Combined Vintage/Classic up to 36” Hi-Start Glider;
Mini-Vintage; Under 25” Vintage Rubber; Vintage Lightweight Rubber.

Entry fee for the day is £10 – the aim is to try & cover a good part of the licence fee costs.

Croydon Wakefield Day
However, prior to the Middle Wallop opener, we have the Croydon Wakefield Day – this year
to be held at Beaulieu & run by the Croydon Club as usual – to be held on Sunday 21st April,
supported by a couple of SAM1066 comps. Details are as per advert in this NC.
If you wish to attend, don’t forget you will need a Beaulieu permit which can be obtained on-
line via the Beaulieu Model Flying Club for £10: use the this link
(http://www.beaulieumodelflying.org.uk/permits.html). Entrance to the field is via a locked
gate from the Brockenhurst Road, Directions are as follows:
If you are not a key holder, phone 07817 704456 on the day to request access & someone will
come & let you in.

Southern Area RAF Odiham Gala 5th May
Looking even further ahead to 5th May, we have the Odiham Gala, postponed from last
September due to bad weather. The licence has been carried forward from last year, albeit
we haven’t yet received final confirmation but have been assured that all is in order. Likewise,
paid entries from last year have been carried forward. Details are published elsewhere in this
NC.

Tim Westcott Plan Link
Recently received an email from Tim giving details of a link to his downloadable plans list. It is
http://www.antiquemodelaircraft.co.uk/plans.html & is a pretty extensive list. Have a look to
see if anything captures your interest. If it does, Tim can be contacted at
timwestcott@tiscali.co.uk . Alternatively have a look at his website on
http://www.antiquemodelaircraft.co.uk where there are a series of very interesting photos
from days gone by.

Modellismo: Modelli D’Epocha (Models of the era)
Having one of my periodic tidy ups, I came across a long mislaid book kindly given to me in 2010
by Gianni Lofredo. It is a 317 page tome in A4 format, immaculately produced to the highest
quality & contains a collection of plans, articles & adverts on models from yesteryear.
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Thus I have spent quite a few hours this month revisiting its pages. The text is a mixture of
Italian & American English & the plans cover all free flight disciplines & some control line stuff.
One day it will be passed to Roy for our library but at present I am hanging on to it as there is
still more to absorb. Here are a few images to whet the appetite.

Front Cover One of those oh so Look at the price of those props!
elegant Italian gliders

Mick Farthing
There will be those amongst us that remember the lightweight models designed by the late
Mick Farthing that flew so well, but somewhat derisively referred to as “paper bags” by Dr
Thurston of the SMAE long ago. The philosophy in those days was build it, fly it, lose it & build
another. A recent phone conversation request from Ian Wilson-Dick is asking if anyone has any
contact with the family of Mick Farthing, as Ian has some information to pass on from another
departed modeller – Ted Buxton. Ian would very much appreciate any information. He can be
contacted on 01892 862449.

3rd Area meeting at Beaulieu
At long last the weather took a turn for the better & 16 of us enjoyed a very pleasant day at
Beaulieu. Mixed fortunes in terms of flying for some, notably our Membership Sec Mike Parker
making a rare but welcome foray to our part of the world. Mike brought his venerable Swiss
Miss. The last time I saw him with this model was some few years ago when it was propelled by
an AM35 with an enormous amount of vibration but flying well. He had replaced the AM with
an OS Max15, sounding very much on song when wound up. He had also replaced the dt timer as
– in his words, it wasn’t working consistently. No vibrations & again in his words, the warps all
looked to be in the right places. He had entered combined power & the first flight resulted in
a perfect pattern but with an over-run of about 1 sec. This after a fair bit of fiddling with
squish off tubing. To rub salt in the wound, the new dt timer then misbehaved & failed, so he
had a fly away of some 8 minutes to roughly the south. Much muttering ensued but with the
aid of Tony Shepherds GPS gizmo, Mike set off in search. Some time later he returned rather
exhausted but triumphant in having retrieved the model from well past the Lymington Road &
way out of the field boundary. Reality then dawned in that free flight with this of performance
was now way beyond the capability of his body! So he very kindly & promptly donated the model
to David Cox, who solemnly promised that he would fly it! Which we are sure he will.
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Mike & Swiss Miss

That apart, some very consistent flying in vintage glider by David Cox & Dave Etherton
produced three maxs apiece. Mo Peters ruled in CLG/HLG & Roy Vaughn was having a touch of
inconsistency with his F1J power model which when performing was achieving an astounding
height for a 1cc motor. Peter Hall & Tony Shepherd were indulging in some post winter trimming
– Peter with his F1J modern coupe & Tony with a mini-vintage Le Timide & an electric power
model, all of which looked to be fine.

Roy settting up
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Peter watching keenly for a passing thermal John doing likewise with his
very potent Rossi powered ‘Faital’

Roger Newman

Plans for the month - Roger Newman

Glider: Nez-Court
nice little design by Rene Josien from 1948, scaled to the old SAM1066 formula
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Caliban – an even earlier lightweight rubber powered bi-plane from 1942

Power: Mudhopper – low wing, aptly named for time of year, for Mills power or similar

Roger Newman
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Provisional Events Calendar 2019
With competitions for Vintage and/or Classic models

February 10th Sunday BMFA 1st Area Competitions

March 3rd Sunday BMFA 2nd Area Competitions
March 24th Sunday BMFA 3rd Area Competitions

April 19th Friday Northern Gala, Barkston Heath
April 21st Sunday Croydon Wake. Day & SAM1066, Beaulieu
April 27th Saturday SAM1066, Middle Wallop

May 5th Sunday Southern Area Gala 2018/9 Odiham
May 25th Saturday BMFA Free-flight Nats, Barkston Heath
May 26th Sunday BMFA Free-flight Nats, Barkston Heath
May 27th Monday BMFA Free-flight Nats, Barkston Heath

June 9th Sunday BMFA 4th Area Competitions
June 29th Saturday SAM1066, Middle Wallop

July 21st Sunday BMFA 5th Area Competitions
July 27th/28th Saturday/Sunday East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe

August 10th Saturday Cagnarata day, Croydon/1066 Mid. Wallop
August 17th Saturday Southern Gala, Salisbury Plain

September 1st Sunday Crookham Gala, Salisbury Plain
September 15th Sunday BMFA 6th Area Competitions
September 22nd Sunday BMFA 7th Area Competitions
September 28th/29th Sat/Sunday London Gala, Salisbury Plain

October 6th Sunday BMFA 8th Area Competitions
October 12th Saturday Buckminster Free-Flight Gala
October 13th Sunday Buckminster Free-Flight Gala
October 14th Monday Buckminster Free-Flight Gala
October 19th Saturday Croydon Coupe Day/1066, Salisbury Plain
October 26th Saturday Midland Gala, Barkston Heath

Please check before travelling to any of these events.
Access to MOD property can be withdrawn at very short notice!

For up-to-date details of SAM 1066 events at Salisbury Plain check the Website –
www.SAM1066.org

For up-to-date details of all BMFA Free Flight events check the websites
www.freeflightuk.org or www.BMFA.org

For up-to-date details of SAM 35 events refer to SAM SPEAKS or check the website
www.SAM35.org
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Useful Websites

SAM 1066 - www.sam1066.org
Flitehook, John & Pauline – www.flitehook.net
Mike Woodhouse - www.freeflightsupplies.co.uk
BMFA Free Flight Committee - www.freeflight.bmfa.org/
BMFA - www.bmfa.org
BMFA Southern Area - www.sabmfa.org.uk
SAM 35 - www.sam35.org
National Free Flight Society (USA) - www.freeflight.org
Ray Alban - www.vintagemodelairplane.com
David Lloyd-Jones - www.magazinesandbooks.co.uk
Belair Kits - www.belairkits.com
Wessex Aeromodellers - www.wessexaml.co.uk
US SAM website - www.antiquemodeler.org
Peterborough MFC - www.peterboroughmfc.org
Outerzone -free plans - www.outerzone.co.uk
Vintage Radio Control - www.norcim-rc.club
Model Flying New Zealand - www.modelflyingnz.org
Raynes Park MAC - www.raynesparkmac.co.nf

control/left click to go to sites

Are You Getting Yours? - Membership Secretary
As most of you know, we send out an email each month letting you know

about the posting of the latest edition of the New Clarion on the website.
Invariably, a few emails get bounced back, so if you’re suddenly not

hearing from us, could it be you’ve changed your email address and not
told us?

To get back on track, email membership@sam1066.org to let us know your
new cyber address

(snailmail address too, if that’s changed as well).

P.S.
I always need articles/letters/anecdotes to keep the New Clarion going, please pen at least
one piece. I can handle any media down to hand written if that’s where you’re at. Pictures can
be jpeg or photo’s or scans of photos. I just want your input. Members really are interested in
your experiences even though you may think them insignificant.

If I fail to use any of your submissions it will be due to an oversight,
please feel free to advise and/or chastise

Your editor John Andrews


